Activity Narrative Writing Covid-19

Week
May 26, 2020

Key Content/Modeling
Narrative Writing about Covid-19
Choose one of the following prompts or create your own topic
Go through the writing process
1) Brainstorming or a 12 minute quick write
2) Draft your essay
3) Use transition words
4) Edit
5) Final draft
6) An Illustration is acceptable with an explanation

You Try
Choose one of the following topics:
1) Do you have an animal at home? How has being at home during the school day changed their normal day?
2) When you are school, what do you think your pet does all day?
3) Write a letter to yourself 5, 10 or 20 years from now and explain how the Covid-19 pandemic changed life as you once knew it.

Show me what you know (Proof of learning)
1) Brainstorming/12 minute quick write
2) Edit
3) Final draft
4) Illustrations are acceptable

Self-Assessment
1) Use capitalization and appropriate punctuation
2) Use transition words
3) Multi-paragraphs

Priority Standard(s):
W.7.2 Develop a topic with relevant fact and details

What am I learning?
1) To develop a topic
2) Use facts and details
3) Write a multi-paragraph essay

How do I know I learned?
I have proofread, edited, and completed a multi-paragraph essay.

Extra Learning Opportunities